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Jeff Platt 
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Berlin, NJ  08009 

 

Dear Jeff- 

We moved our law firm to the 34th floor after 23 years on the 36th floor at 1818 Market Street last 

week.  As you might imagine, this was quite a stressful time.  My biggest worry was our internet, 

network, and computers—when they are down, our phones are down, our staff is idle, and we are 

temporarily out of business, but still responsible to make payroll.   

 

Steve Wooton and his assistant wired our new suite and later relocated our switches and related 

computer equipment for our move.  They reconnected our computers/printers/phones/fax machines/tv 

in our new location.  I am very impressed with his professionalism, skill and ability.  He communicated 

what was needed, agreed to an action plan and schedule, and implemented it flawlessly.  Actually, I 

think a couple wires were bad but he identified the problem and fixed them without incident.   

 

Because of Steve W., my biggest worry was a nonevent.  I was able to focus on the many other details 

and more mundane aspects of the move.  Everything went smoothly and we were back in business the 

same afternoon that we disconnected and relocated.  I am so impressed with Steve’s contribution to our 

move, and wanted you to know of our very positive experience.   

 

I also want to let you know of our equally positive experiences with Steve Romberger.  While Steve R. 

was not involved with our move, we have relied on him repeatedly over the course of the past several 

years—to rid us of viruses, fix our computer glitches, and update our systems.  You are very fortunate 

to have people like Steve Wooton and Steve Romberger representing your company. 

 

 

 Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 Mary Weinstein 

 Business Administrator 
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